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 Evolution of a Servicing Strategy
–
–
–
–

Improving Delinquent Loan Recovery
Deciding to Sub-Service
Transitioning to the Sub-Servicer
Benefits and Results

 Q&A integrated within each of 4 sections
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Strategic Change Options
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Evolution of a Strategy
 Initial Approach: Collections Out-Sourcing
‒ Stabilize collection efforts and processes
‒ Drive efficient and effective outbound calling
to recover more of the bankʼs money
‒ Manage performance of collections vendor
‒ Track and report outcomes, including
operational activity to modify loans
 Option 1: Create “Loan Servicing” team
– Drive better performance
 Option 2: Transition to a Sub-Servicer
‒ Select the right partner
‒ Plan the transition and data migration
‒ Design new processes for managing risk
‒ Implement the transition
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1. Initial Approach: Improve Recovery
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Engaged Team Performance (ETP)
Transformational Change:
ETP is most effective when: ETP Steps:
•

•

•

A division or departmental
team of people produces a
set of regular outputs for
customers
People who actually
do the work can be
included in the
design process
Leadership is willing to
completely transform
processes, measures, goals,
collaborative norms, work
areas, organization structure

* Results = Quality of Solution x Acceptance

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Commit to Change
Measure and Analyze
the Process
Streamline the Work
Make the Work and
Data Visible
Organize the Team
Set Team Goals
Lead the Transition
Sustain Engaged
Team Performance
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Initial Delinquent Loans (Old Queues)

Collections vendor

Collections vendor

Pink: significant risk, no recent contact
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Payments from All Past Due Accounts

Collector

Collections shifted to vendor, but recovery didn’t increase!
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Stabilizing Collections Performance
 Expanded the queues for internal and

vendor accounts so that tasks in collections
system could be categorized differently
‒

More differentiation between types of collection needed
(e.g., skip tracing, loan modification, short sell, etc.)

 Added to vendor scope all ranges of

delinquency dates and coordinated work
volume changes to shift more to vendor
 Shifted focus of internal resources to older
and “desire to modify” accounts
 Set up a whiteboard and daily data feed to
count and track the number of loans in
each category; team self-managed goals
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Q&A – Section 1: Improve
 Panel questions:
– How well do banks and servicers do
collections?
– How can banks and servicers improve
their collections and recovery
performance?
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2. “Can We Become Experts in Recovery?”
Briefly considered a broad effort to:
 Measure impact of all types of “loan
modification decisions” on risk, recovery,
and income
‒
‒
‒

Actions were currently tracked in separate spreadsheets
Design integrated tracking system for decisions, with
linkages to loan data for calculation of impact
Define 1099C strategy, including letter of intent

 Redesign the organization to combine

Collections and portion of Operations into a
“Loan Servicing and Loss Mitigation” team
‒
‒

Staffing model - 8-9 FTE
Decide upon reporting relationships and final team
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Evolution of a Strategy
 Background
‒ Rapid growth of home equity portfolio in
2006-2007
‒ Data quality and errors
‒ Quality of internal servicing
‒ Economic crisis
‒ Loan quality and impact on financials and
capital
‒ Transformation of the bank
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Home Equity Balloon Loan Maturities

A coming wave of both work and risk!
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Loan Loss Mitigation Approach
Target the
Account

Locate
Borrower

Negotiate

Collect $

Restructure
Issue
1099C

Key realization: none of this is our core competency!
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Next Phase: Transition to Sub-Servicer
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Q&A – Section 2: Why Sub-Service?
 Panel questions:
– Why do banks choose to initiate loans
with another company as the servicer?
– Why do banks choose to change
servicers?
– Why do banks choose to move selfserviced loans to another servicer?
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3. Transitioning to a Sub-Servicer
Decided to quickly implement a new strategy:
 Selection process to interview partners
 Negotiation and contracting
 Transition planning
‒ Identification/mapping of all loan processes:




Moving to sub-servicer
Staying with Principal Bank
Requiring partnership (therefore needing process design)

‒ Risk assessment for process gaps
‒ Data integrity testing and system field mapping
 Data migration and go-live
 Ongoing partner management and controls
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Selection: Scoring Matrix

Scored two “finalist” potential partners:

5 (high) to 1 (low) on each item

Multiplied by item weight (column 3)



Added up scores
The matrix becomes a way not only
to decide but to explain the decision
to others!
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Negotiation and Contracting
Considered:
 Strengths of potential partners in:
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Providing great service to our customers
Actually recovering from delinquent loans
Modifying and restructuring loans
Reporting per our specific definitions (particularly, for us
“accounting charge-off” doesnʼt mean weʼve given up on
collections!)
Willingness to guarantee recovery results by reducing
servicing fees

 Monthly fee per loan, depending on

whether performing or in collections
 Recovery-sharing for charged-off loans
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Transition, Data Migration, & Go-Live
 Selected an internal team:
‒ Executive sponsor
‒ Human Resources: managing layoff impact
‒ IT manager for data transition
‒ Finance manager to align reporting needs
‒ Account manager for ongoing controls
‒ Project manager for overall effort
 Partner had a well-defined transition

process and strong team leaders

 Keys to success:
‒ Had regular “steering” meetings
‒ Defined internal accountability for sub-efforts
‒ Ran it like a project
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Mitigation of Risks
Sub-teams worked on:
 Inspecting and cleaning up data in our financial
system prior to migration
 Process design for decision processes that

granted authority carefully to the partner and set
guidelines for that authority

 Testing of data migration capability
 Communication planning for customers to

understand the change

 Staffing models to plan transition of internal team
- Allowed attrition during transition phase by not
replacing people who left the Bank
- Performance-based reduction of 4 additional
employees after migration
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Ongoing Controls
 Monitor investment performance
 Conduct on-site visits and audits of partner

performance
 Continue to do monthly executive meetings
internally on asset performance
 Maintain a small internal team to:
‒ Conduct (random) quality assurance on
partnerʼs transactions
‒ Approve certain loan restructuring decisions
‒ Maintain role as document/note custodian
‒ Integrate financial reporting and answer new
and ad hoc management questions
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Q&A – Section 3: How to Transition
 Panel questions:
– What can banks do to make the transition
to a sub-servicer go more smoothly?
– What can the sub-servicer do to help?
– Any “horror stories” you want to share?
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4. Benefits and Results
• Servicing loans in-house can

be expensive and
complicated, making it a
perfect function to outsource.

High-touch servicing model provides
both immediate and long-term value

Nominal Cash Flow Example

• Subservicing may also:












Reduce credit losses
Save you money
Enable you to focus energies on
investments & core competencies
Eliminate fixed costs, such as
payroll, taxes & more
Offer a choice of private label or
servicer branding
Offer customized service so you
maintain “high-touch” service
levels
Enable you to offer a wider range
of loan products allowing you to
access more markets

($ in mm)
Improved
Roll Rate
0%
5%
10%
15%
20%

$10 billion Portfolio
Reduction in
Defaults
$0
$294
$606
$937
$1,285

Losses *
$0
$176
$364
$562
$771

* 60% severity applied to calculate losses.
** Assumes consistent improvement in roll rates in all buckets:
- Current to worse
- 30 to worse
- 60 to worse
- 90+ to worse
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Traditional Servicing vs. Special Servicing
Traditional Servicing
Model:
• Focused on cost to service and
not asset performance
• Companies who originate multiple
products must either create their
own single-product servicing
operations or outsource them
• People and processes not
leveraged to provide best
practices and knowledge across
products.
• It's difficult to access and share
information about a customer's
multiple product relationships.

Special Servicing Model:
• High touch Special Servicers are
organized around asset performance and
reducing credit losses for clients
• Companies who originate multiple
products can outsource to one provider
– Originations, Loss Recovery and REO
Asset Management are complementary
benefits of Special Servicing partnership

• Clients are provided dedicated portfolio
management and asset performance
pods
– Strategies, workout waterfalls and
delegated authority matrix are aligned
with client’s goals

• Information can be easily accessed from
one source and shared across a
customer's multiple product
relationships.
– Transparency along with real-time results,
are critical to a successful Special
Servicing partnership
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Reduced Costs
Technology
• Imaging Platforms
• Workflow Technology

Compliance
• OCC Consent Order Compliance
• SAS 70
• Formal Risk Committees

• Information Security Policies and
Procedures
• Proprietary Asset Management
Systems

Infrastructure
• Multiple Servicing Sites

• Scalable Platforms
People
• Disaster Recovery Centers

• Enhanced Training and Development
Programs
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Servicer Transition Results
Ultimately, we…
 Started planning the effort on Feb 3, 2011
 Selected a great partner 2 months later
 Launched a 3-month project to plan and
execute the entire portfolio migration
 Transferred $600+ million in loans to the
sub-servicer on July 8, 2011
 Increased recovery of charged-off loans by
59% or ($76,000 per month) in 2011
 Decreased flow into non-accrual status by
8% or ($400,000 per month)
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Q&A – Section 4: “Results”
 Panel questions:
– What approaches do sub-servicers take
to get these kinds of results for clients?
– What results have other banks achieved
in the transition to a special servicer?
– How is Principal Bank’s experience
similar or different?
– What can banks do to optimize those
results?
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